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Fast, effective Covid
response generally 

depended on democracy, 
not autocracy.

Democratic countries did better.

Why?

Exceptions were China, USA, Vietnam.



The real key was trust in government. 



The Disaster Cycle



Preparedness
Some 

governments 
were prepared 

for a 
pandemic.



Response

Companies 
responded, 

late, mostly by 
digitizing 

products & 
services. Many 
project failures.

Quickly 
develop 

tests, 
vaccines.



Recovery

Long (K-shaped?) 
recovery: Stock 

market; Corporate 
layoffs; Small 

businesses have 
collapsed.



Development 

Redesign of 
homes, office 

buildings



Prevention

CDC,
WHO



Mitigation

Reinsurance.
Government 
emergency 

reserves.



Preparedness again

Stockpiling masks, 
other PPE.

Incentivizing 
companies to 

prepare for rare 
events.



“Preventing panic” vs. 
rapid transparency

It comes down to TRUST.

Mistrust + Secrecy => Panic. 

Mistrust + Transparency => Fear of control.



Sounds good. What can 
go wrong?

Pandemic is a collective, systemic problem.

The free market cannot solve it.

Do not leave this to the private sector.

Government and corporate officials tend to 
CYA.

Older officials skilled at solving 20th-century 
problems are not prepared to comprehend

ICT, A.I., social media, etc.

Biotech, genetics, etc.



High-level government 
obstacles to transparency, and 

low-level bureaucratic obstacles
Wuhan Municipal Health Commission denied Covid
could be transmitted human to human.

After first known case.

City locked down three days after policy reversal.

In USA, Dr. Helen Y. Chu waited weeks for federal and 
state permission to re-test flu swabs for Covid.

Eventually she did it without permission, revealing 
spread of virus in USA.

Many lives lost by the delay.
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/10/us/coronavirus-testing-delays.html



Lockdowns cause non-
Covid deaths.

Domestic abuse

Suicide

Starvation

Alcohol & drug abuse

No access to clean water

Heat stroke

Robbery & burglary-
related

Perils of homelessness

Hypothermia

Street violence

Also, non-fatal suffering

Divorce

Depression

No access to education

Loneliness



Epidemics: Experimentation
and adaptive policies

Natural experiments: Sweden and New Zealand. 

Learn and adapt.

Don’t impose global standards.

Cannot then learn from diverse world experiences.

Do exchange knowledge!

Adaptive policies decrease social unrest.

Example: Rural and urban populations have different 
vulnerabilities.
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